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$a Auyana $d East New Guinea Highlands $e Territory of New Guinea (Eastern Highlands) $f 5,000
$g Merritt Ruhlen $g Jim Lorentz (review)

$a Bee, Darlene $b 1965 $c Usarufa Distinctive Features and Phonemes $d Pacific Linguistics,
Series A 6.39-68$q informants $r 2 years $s weak source; language too close to Gadsup

$a STRESS $A "Stress may be considered a component of the pitch feature being conditioned by
tone placement. Each stress group contains no more than one series of syllables with high
and/or falling pitch." (p.59) Tone patterns are extremely limited, and resemble a pitch accent
system. Not enough data available for re-analysis.

$a SYLLABLE $A (C)V(glottal stop) $A p. 60

$a TONE $A domain of tone: syllable

$A The voiceless stops are "lightly aspirated." (p. 64)
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s
.
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f
"alveolar" in intervocalic position and as "alveo-dental" elsewhere. Thedistinction between the two is unclear. EJLI

$A "A non-contrastive lengthening of the vowel of a high pitch penultimate syllable or of a lowpitch penultimate syllable preceding a high pitch final syllable is to be distinguished fromthe feature of length which occurs contrasti vely with nasal phonemes." (p.59)

$A "Rounding is often hardly noticeable wi th. . ,/o-mi d/ and /u/." (p. 47)

$A /yod/ is produced "with slight palatal friction." (p. 64)

$A /w/ is produced "with slight bilabial friction," (p. 64)

$A Contour of /high/ and /low/ not specified, [MR)

$A No specific tone levels given for /falling/.

$A /m-long, n-long/ appear to occur only where a stem final consonant assimilates to sufflxal
/m/. See p.61-2.

$A /m-long, n-long, r-flap/ occur "intervocalically stress group medially." (p. 65)

$A /glottal stop/ occurs only syllable finally.

$A Status of /falling/ tone is unclear. Examples only show this tone medially, between /high/and /low/. See note on stress.

660 60 $A /p, k/ are realized as tbeta, gamma) "intervocalically, stress group medially." (p. 64)
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660 61 $A Is) "occurs only in fluctuation with /t/ in a limited number of words. (Mainly in those
words which are borrowed or which are cognate with words in languages which have an /s/
phoneme. )" (p. 64)

660 62 $A /r-flap/ is realized as tl-flap) "following /i/ and between /a/ and /i/; /a/ and /e/; and
/a/ and /a/." (p. 65) (where /a/ = both /schwa/ and /a-long/ in the Archive analysis. EJL3 )

660 63 $A /i/ may be realized as Eiota) in the environment of an alveolar stop or nasal, or /yod/.

660
6I

* $A /e/ may be realized as tiota] word finally after an alveolar stop or nasal, /yod/ or
[r-f lap] .

660 65 $A /e/ may be realized as tepsilonJ if it occurs with /high/ tone and precedes an alveolar stop
or nasal, /yod/, or /glottal stop/.

660 66 $A /schwa/ may be realized as tepsilon) between /yod/ or Cl-flapl (allophone of /r-flap/) and a
following nasal.


